OTHER   EDENS
We have noted Lord Auckland's painstaking efforts in the
cause of penal reform, but a nephew of his, Sir Frederick
Morton Eden, was to produce a book The State of the Poor
(one of the great classics of economic literature), which, as
the outcome of intense and disinterested research, was to
revolutionize opinion on the subject of poverty. Before
Eden's time public malaise limited itself to noting the
obvious failures of the various enlightened Poor Law Acts
and to drawing the conclusion that the poor were for the
most part incorrigible. Even that apostle of human rights,
John Locke, was forced to the conclusion that the growth of
the poor can be the outcome of ' nothing else but the
relaxation of discipline and the corruption of manners.'
Eden's analysis of fact and theory and his general scientific
method destroyed these glib assertions. It is not known how
he was induced originally to undertake his great task. His
editor points out' there is nothing to indicate that the author
was led to conduct his investigations by the influence of any
person, but it is not unreasonable to suppose that he might
have been attracted to the subject by the known reputation
of his relation as an authority on legal and economic ques-
tions and by a desire to emulate his fame '. It is sufficient to
say that the quality of the work helps to explain, if not to
vindicate, the prestige and dominance not only of the Edens
but of their class as well. The independence of judgment
that characterizes Lord Auckland's correspondence with his
political chief, William Pitt, is to be found equally in
Morton Eden's attitude to his economic master, Adam
Smith. Although he is a staunch champion of individual
rights, attacking severe and repressive measures, yet he does
not allow his admiration to outweigh his judgment, and
Adam Smith's wholesale condemnation of the law of settle-
ments is dismissed as ' too highly coloured '.
Idealism is a strong Eden tradition, but a capacity to
translate faith into works is equally formidable. This quiet
detached scholar, advocating in 1797 the widespread

